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By James Aubuchon

I

have written these rules on
Spiritual Warfare for a couple
of reasons.

First of all, I have always had an
interest in having Spiritual
Warfare as part of my role-playing
simulations. The reason for
this is that I find dealing with
such issues in a role-playing
context can stimulate people
to really deal with these issues
in real life. I also wanted to
present a set of rules that can go
alongside any genre or context
for role-playing, so that anyone
running a campaign, whether it
be fantasy, sci-fi, cyberpunk or
whatever, may incorporate
Spiritual Warfare into it.
The last thing I wanted to do was
to clear up confusion that I found
in other role-playing rules that
deal with Spiritual Warfare by
making a clear distinction
between physical combat and
spiritual combat. This is meant to
clear up any allegorical confusion
that may result by making a
monster represent a sin, and yet
needing to use physical weapons
in order to destroy it.
Now some of you, having read
the title to this article, might
be thinking that it is about angels
fighting demons or something
like that.
I hope you will not be
disappointed to find out that the
rules are really dealing more with
temptation than with actual
combat between spiritual powers
in the heavenlies. The combat
that takes place in these rules is
between the characters and what
I term Defilements.
These Defilements can loosely be
seen to be demons, but they are
actually specific sins that a

character may be tempted to
commit. In other words, a creature
or place may be Defiled, which
means that this Defilement
hangs around or is attached in
some way to a particular creature
or place. There is no particular
kind of creature or place that has
Defilements. Any creature or
place may possess a Defilement.
However, you may want to define
certain areas and certain types of
creatures that tend to possess
certain types of Defilements
within your game world. For
example, in your game world inns
might
always
possess
Drunkenness and Brawling
Defilements, and characters will
always be tempted to do these
things when they enter an inn. You
may decide that a certain type of
evil creature always has a certain
type of Defilement.
You may decide that all goblins
have the Jealousy Defilement,
and that characters will always be
tempted to jealousy when in the
presence of goblins. Its up to you.
FUDGE Spiritual Warfare
simulates the battle that goes on
in the souls of men against sin and
the forces of darkness. It is run in
ver y much the same way as
physical combat, but the weapons
used are the spiritual weapons of
prayer and Scripture rather than
physical weapons.
A Gamemaster may choose in any
given encounter to have a creature,
or even the place itself, possess
what is called a Defilement (or
Defilements).
This Defilement is a particular sin
that the characters will be tempted
to commit when they are in the
presence of the Defilement.
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Each Defilement has a level associated with it, as follows:
Level 1

-4

Pathetic

Level 2

-3

Terrible

Level 3

-2

Poor

Level 4

-1

Mediocre

Level 5

0

Fair

Level 6

+1

Good

Level 7

+2

Great

Level 8

+3

Superb

Level 9

+4

Legendary

When the characters are in the vicinity of a Defilement
(within visual, interactive range of the creature, or within
the boundaries of the place), they will be attacked each round
by the Defilement. (note that some Defilements may be
roaming Defilements that latch on to a character or
characters when they enter the vicinity of the Defilement,
and remain with them until overthrown). An opposed roll
is made with the level of the Defilement versus the Holiness
level of the character. The Holiness level would be a FUDGE
character attribute. If the Defilements result exceeds the
characters result, the Defilement hits in the same way as a
hit is scored in physical combat. The difference between
the two rolls then determines the type of spiritual wound
that is done.
The spiritual wounds are separate from physical wounds,
but are resolved in the same way:
1,2
3,4
Tempted Weakened
❍❍❍
❍

5,6
Distracted
❍

7,8
Lusting
❍

9+
Overcome
❍

When a character becomes Distracted, they may no longer
pray in order to defeat the temptation. Their prayer life has
been distracted.
When a character is Lusting, they may no longer pray, quote
Scripture, or attempt to overthrow the Defilement. However,
they may still roll to resist the Defilement when attacked
by it. They have begun to desire whatever it is that they are
being tempted to do, but have not acted on it yet.
A character who is Overcome engages in the sin, and
immediately loses a level of Holiness. The character must
act according to the particular Defilement until they are
restored. If they are attacked by a different Defilement,
they begin with a new wound track, and if overcome,
lose another level of Holiness. In order to be restored,
the character must seek out a church or temple and
4
spend a full day in prayer and repentance, and partake

of the sacraments. This will free the character from one
Defilement, and restore one level of Holiness for each day
spent. However, the character must first roll less than or
equal to his current Holiness attribute in order to enter the
church. If the character fails, he/she cannot enter the church
for that day. Instead, they go out an indulge in their
Defilements. Characters who are wounded but not
overcome can also enter the church and spend one day in
prayer to erase their wound track for each Defilement that
they are wounded in.
It is recommended that any character whose Holiness level
reaches Pathetic be removed from the game. They have
become unfit for duty.
Any character who is overcome by a particular Defilement
cannot be attacked by the Defilement again because they
are already engaging in the sin. If they get restored, then
they are susceptible to the Defilement once again.
Multiple Defilements: If multiple Defilements exist in
a particular location, the characters must establish a wound
track for each Defilement, and results for attacks by
Defilements must be resolved separately. Each Defilement
that the character is overcome by causes them to lose a
level of Holiness, as well as causing them to engage in the
particular sin. If more than one creature in a location
possesses the same Defilement, it is treated as a single
Defilement in the given location.
Characters may be attacked by a Defilement, get wounded,
and then overcome the temptation. The wound track
remains, and must be wiped clean at church. Therefore a
character may have a number of wound tracks going at any
given time, even though they are not being attacked by
multiple Defilements.
Note: It is not recommended that a GM have the characters
encounter multiple Defilements, unless there is a special
situation within the quest, or unless the characters are highly
experienced.
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If the players result is higher than the Defilements result,
the Defilement is reduced by one level. When the Defilement
reaches level zero, it is overthrown, and no longer bothers
the characters that were in the vicinity of the defilement.
Characters who attempt to overthrow a Defilement may do
no other actions during that turn, except that they may
move one hex in any direction. Characters may attempt to
overthrow Defilements while being attacked physically, since
it does not really involve prayer, but rather the use of
authoritative commands such as I rebuke <the
Defilement>.

Types of Defilements
1. Sexual Immorality
2. Idolatry
3. Witchcraft
4. Hatred
5. Discord
6. Jealousy
7. Fit of Rage
8. Selfish Ambition
9. Lying
10. Murder
11. Blasphemy
12. Drunkeness
13. Theft
14. Greed
15. Slander
16. Swindling
17. Obscenity
18. Sorcery
19. Gluttony
20. Worry
21. Fear
22. Homosexuality
23. Heresy
24. Gossip
25. Vain Philosophy
26. Covetousness
27. False Guilt
28. Control
29. Love of Money
30. Bitterness
31. Doubt

Prayer: Prayer is used in spiritual warfare in order to help
resist temptation. Each turn that a character spends in
uninterrupted prayer specifically aimed at resisting and
overcoming the temptation (not prayer that is made in order
to accomplish a particular skill) adds +2 to the characters
roll to resist the temptation and +2 to the roll to overcome
the temptation for the next turn only. Prayer can be
interrupted if the character performs any other action other
than moving one hex (or 5'), or if the character is attacked
physically during that turn.
Scripture: If the character is able to quote a Scripture
relating to the particular Defilement, they will receive a
bonus to their roll to resist and overcome depending upon
the degree of the quote as follows:
Gets the general idea of the Scripture:

+1

Quotes the Scripture with some errors:

+2

Fully and correctly quotes the Scripture:

+3

There may be other Defilements that the GM comes up
with, but this will serve as a good starting point. The GM
must determine what Scriptures relate to any particular
Defilement. You may have a set of Scriptures that you desire
your players to memorize, that can be used against any
Defilement (perhaps general Scriptures relating to
temptation), or you may allow any Scripture directly
relating to the particular Defilement.

A player may quote only one Scripture per turn.
A player must actively confront a Defilement in order
to overthrow it. They do this by making an opposed
roll with their Faith attribute against the level of the
Defilement. The modifications for quoting Scripture
and praying listed above are used to modify the roll.
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However, it would be good to provide your players
continued on page 25

In Nomine

A Christian World View

I

n Nomine is a game about the ultimate struggle: between the
selfless and the selfish, between good and evil, between God and
Lucifer. Ultimately, though, it comes down to angels and demons
both trying their damnedest to sway humanity to their side.
Annoyingly though, humanity and its precious free will keep spoiling
the plans of both the diabolical and the divine. In the game, you can
play anything from a human just awakened to the Struggle, a Soldier
who is a little more powerful and a lot more in the line of fire, an
undead creature or, as most do, an angel or demon. In Nomine is a
modern role-playing game in which the players take the part of celestial
beings  angels and demons  as they struggle for control of humanity
and themselves. The celestials, powerful though they may be, are
merely pawns in a much larger game being played by their Superiors,
the Archangels and Demon Princes. Based on the best-selling French
RPG by Croc.

- From Steve Jacksons web site (http://www.sjgames.com/in-nomine/)

The material in this article is intended for players of In
Nomine, and therefore it assumes some familiarity with the
game setting and rules. However, I think that it will also be
interesting to those who are not familiar with the game, or
who are considering playing in the future.
In Nomines World View
In Nomine has an interesting metaphorical view of the
universe: everything and everyone is part of something called
the Symphony.
Angels hold a special place in the Symphony. They are Gods
instruments, charged with nurturing His creation in accordance with
their natures. An angels nature is his resonance, his deep attunement
to certain aspects of the patterns of creation. Like finely crafted crystal,
their actions ring through reality in cool, clear tones. But when an
angel acts against his nature, it creates jarring notes of dissonance.
The more dissonance an angel holds, the more likely he is to fall from
grace... The self-proclaimed Diabolicals, the demons, were cast into
the realm of Hell, from which they continue to plot the eventual
subversion of the Symphony to their own dark vision... The Fallen
angels found themselves changed, better suited to evil. But darkness
has a resonance all its own, and denying their selfish nature brings
painful dissonance to even the darkest of themes.
- In Nomine, p.5

Fallen Angels Vs. Infernals

By Rodney Barnes

Which leads to our first problem with the game, the difference
between Fallen Angels and Infernals (Demons). In Christian
theology, Demons are Fallen Angels, and distinguishing
between the two is incorrect. One-third of the Angels originally
fell with Lucifer (cf. Ezek. 28:11-19, Isa. 14:3-21, Rev. 12:4).
However, according to some theologians, it is possible, but
not likely, that angels can continue to fall (cf. Gen. 6:1-4;
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also cf. The Ryrie Study Bible, Synopsis of Biblical Doctrine:
Doctrine of Angels & Doctrine of Demons). For purposes
of the game, Infernals would be those demons who fell
with Lucifer, and Fallen Angels would be those that fell at a
later time.

be used for any number of things, from fueling a Song to temporarily
increasing a skill.
- In Nomine, p.50
Songs are basically spells and Attunements are basically
powers that angels learn and use to affect their
environment. Angels spend Essence to use these Songs
and Attunements.

Role of Lucifer
The articles from Steve Jackson Games and in the rulebook
suggest that Lucifer is running around doing his own thing,
but still in charge of the Infernals; this is true in Christian
theology as well. But Lucifer also has access to Heaven (cf.
Job 1), where he lays accusations before the throne of God
against Christians. He has very little, if any, concern with
Angels, and most of the time couldnt care less about them.
For game purposes, he has charge over all the Demon Princes.

Essence is not gained from the universe, as the book says,
but from the Father through natural law. There is no
difference in game mechanics, but definitely a big difference
in world view.
Good and Evil
The most important modification to In Nomine for the
Christian Player is the idea of Good and Evil. It is assumed
that the players will play a member of an Angelic Choir. In
Nomine has Resonance and Dissonance as a way of
measuring a characters ability to follow his or her nature.

Role of God
The book also suggests a watchmaker Deist ideal for the
role of God. No mention of Christ is given in the game at
all, other than distinguishing two of the Archangels as being
Christian. To correct this, we should hold to the traditional
view of the Trinity.

There is no mention of good or evil, and no definition for
them. In In Nomine, there is a level of grey area for angels
to work. Picking up dissonance is based on how an angel
relates to his ability to follow his nature, and not based
on doing evil. This is wrong according to the Christian
World View.

The Father: From a temporal point of view (us looking at
God, not God looking at us), the Father is the judge on the
throne, overlooking the world. History, weather, etc., are
traditionally viewed as His responsibility. All praise and
glory are to be ascribed to Him. It is His job to answer the
prayers of the Christians, and His job to assign tasks to
angels. In the game, He follows the Reagan Management
Style: He lets the archangels do all the mundane assignments
and management for Him. So, as far as angels are concerned,
it is fine to never have Him intervene at all. But when
humans are involved, that is a different matter.

According to the Christian World View, angels are holy. Holy
means to be separated from evil and the potential for sin
(another word not found in In Nomine). Sin is broadly
defined as any thought, word or deed that violates the
character of God. In its more narrow sense, sin is violating
any known law of God. Anything an angel does that is less
than holy, automatically makes him a Fallen Angel in reality.

The Holy Spirit: The Holy Spirit has a lot of jobs with
regards to humans, one of which is to be the Paraclete
(Testimonial Witness) before the throne of The Father
against the accusations of Satan (Lucifer). But with regard
to angels, Scripture is silent. The d 1,1,1 roll being ascribed
to Him does not violate anything in Scripture or Church
history that Im aware of (cf. In Nomine, p.40).

But since this is a role-playing game used for fun and
fellowship, and since it is played by mere humans,
Dissonance is possible for an angel character. Dissonance is
not sin, but is doing something that your character would
not normally do. If an Angel develops Discord, he is
automatically a Fallen Angel.
The Role of Choirs

The Son, Jesus Christ: Jesus is on the right hand of the
Father in heaven as an advocate for the Christian humans
against the accuser Satan (that is, when He is not busy
building the new heavens and new Earth that he is preparing
for the Christian humans). More about the role of Christ
follows later.

Choirs are types of angels; you might think of them as
races. A lot of the following information is for folks who
have the book and a passing familiarity with the game.
The rulebooks description of the Choirs and Archangels is
twisted and distorted. However, this can easily be explained:
A BALSERAPH WROTE THE DESCRIPTIONS OF THE
CHOIRS! The book does not present their true natures,
though the game mechanics are still the same. Thus the
famed half-truth half-lie we always see from Balseraphs.
Angels are HOLY, HUMBLE, and do ALL for the glory
of Christ!

This is not to relegate God to a watchmaker with regard
to humans, but with regard to Angels, it seems appropriate
for a role-playing game.
The Role of Essence
Essence makes the world go round - literally. It is the energy
of the universe, the backbeat of the Symphony. Essence can
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Malakim are never cruel! A vicious lie from the Balseraph.
Kyriotates are not discordians, and they cannot possess
a Human being with its own free will. They can, however,
influence humans (In game mechanics it works out the
same, but a distinction needs to be made for a Christian
World View).
Angels never possess anyone, but demons can possess nonChristians who allow them to do so. Demons can also
influence a Christian so that he may appear to be possessed.
Grigori are not furthest from the Divine as the Balseraph
wrote. And they were not the fathers of the Nephilim. The
angels that fathered the Nephilim are locked in the Pit, the
place demons fear most. When a demon is destroyed, he
is sent to the Pit, to wait with the Locust Demons for their
eventual release and then judgement (cf. Rev. 18-20).
Demons do not return to their heart in Hell when they
are destroyed.
The Children of Grigori
The Children of Grigori, as described in the book by the
Balseraph, would be the Nephilim, which were wiped out in
the Flood of Noah (cf. Gen. 5-9). It is simple mythology on
the part of the Balseraph to try to explain away the existence
of vampires, mages, werewolves, wraiths, gargoyles, and the
like. In fact, each of these has its own origin, apart from
angelic forces (left open for the GM to use as he sees fit).
The Role of Archangels
The Archangels rule the Heavens, though they pull in many different
directions. Yves is the elder statesman, Laurence the keen young
general of Gods Army with strong Michael at his shoulder, Dominic
the stern Inquisitor who roots out heavenly heresy... There are many
other Archangels besides...
- In Nomine, p.34
All angelic characters are Servitors of one of the Archangels.
Archangels work as described in the book, with one
difference: they are holy! The section of the book that
describes Archangels was written by a Balseraph to try to
defame Archangels. Any implications or direct statements
about unholy actions upon their charges is a lie of the
Balseraph, and the Archangel in question will be the first to
deny it. Here is where the GM can have some fun
in disputing the lies written about the archangel he is
playing. And the players can have fun learning the Truth.
Archangels refer to those under them as charges, not servants,
as the Balseraph called them. Archangels are humble servants
of God, and they are to protect and encourage those humans
in their charge. They do not use and abuse Charges like
slaves for their own selfish ambitions as the Balseraph
implied in his description of them. The Christian world
view does not seek its own (cf. 1 Cor. 13).
Archangels are never hostile to one another. They
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may have some polite disagreements based on their purpose
given them by the Father, and this may lead them to debate
amongst themselves. (Actually, they are so polite and holy,
its more of a race to see who will apologize and submit to
the other first!) They work together for the cause of Christ.
Balandine: He did not, nor will ever have, sexual relations
with another demon or angel, or anyone. The reference to
Beleth is a sick perversion of the real truth, which is the
cause for Balandines calling for the destruction of Beleth.
David: An Archangel would never condone slavery or
forced labor. I see him as the Archangel of Unions. The
person of Saint King David is to be distinguished from David
the Archangel.
Eli: The lies the Balseraph spoke against Eli are because of
whom Eli really is: Jesus! Jesus Christ is the Creator. Eli is
Aramaic for my God. Eli is referred to in the Old Testament
as The Angel of The LORD (Yahweh), which theologians
agree is the pre-incarnate Christ. Angels who serve Christ
directly are the ones who came to His aid following His
Temptation, and are the least likely to ever gain any
Dissonance. The Balseraph makes a sharp attempt at
defaming Christ by writing about Eli as having dropped
out. He will surely be punished most severely.
Gabriel: Islam is listed by the Balseraph as a creation of
Yves with help from Gabriel. They both would have a
COW!! Not only is it not true, but they are both Hostile
towards Malphas, Demon Prince of Factions for coming up
with the idea and deceiving Mohammed. If only a disciple
of Christ could have gotten to Mohammed in time, the
schism of Islam would never have happened, and peace
would be in Israel. Israel is dear to Gabriels heart, as it is
the place were he got to deliver the message of peace to
Mary. He is still the heavenly messenger (The Herald of
Heaven) from God, in spite of the maligning the Balseraph
gave Him... basically calling him crazy. In fact, he has a
message for the Balseraph who did the write up, but He
cant seem to find him yet...
Janus: He is not a thief, and neither are his angels! They
may move something... ever lose your keys or misplace the
remote control for your TV? His Angels are the ones who
will help test humans with this sort of thing. The Balseraph
was trying to defame Janus and make him appear chaotic.
In fact, God does want change, but change is to be done in
Order according to His plan. Of course, order from Gods
point of view may appear to be chaotic from our temporal,
human point of view.
Jean: Here the Balseraph raised one of the biggest
accusations anyone can lay against the heavenly host... Pride.
Jean is a very humble angel, and prefers to not even be
called an Archangel at all. In fact, he does not control
the creative ideas of mankind at all. Man was created
in the image of God (cf. Gen. 1:27), and like God is
8
both creative and free willed. That creativity is not
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under any control, save that of Gods sovereignty. Jean does
not look down upon mankind at all due to this fact. In fact,
he is humbled by their ability to create (something that
neither he nor any other angel has), and he can barely keep
up with the new technologies and innovations man comes
up with... not the other way around as the Balseraph claimed.
Jordi: Angels of Jordi value human life more than animal
life, but animals are their Charge. This is different from the
description by the Balseraph, who indicates that animal life
is more important to Jordi. Animal life is important to God
and to the angels of Jordi, as all life is a gift from God.
However, protozoa, viruses, and plants dont count where
Jordi and his angels are concerned. It is their job to protect
and preserve animal life. Jordi favors humble vessels such
as sheep, deer, rodents and canines but not cats, as the
Balseraph stated. When Gabriel stopped Abraham from
killing Isaac, and God provided a ram, who do you think
the ram was? It was Jordis vessel, ready to be sacrificed as
a temporary covering for the sins of Abrahams family.
Marc: Marc does not use slaves! A vicious lie! The treasures
of heaven are good works and the saints themselves! Marc
is the archangel put in charge of helping move commerce,
but it is the lowest job in Heaven. Nevertheless he does it
with humble holy submission. The heavenly IRSs job is to
prompt people to give and do good works, so their heavenly
treasure will increase.
Michael: He is not a Seraph, but The Archangel: he is the
only member of this unique angelic Choir. (The preincarnate Christ could also be considered a member of this
choir). He is the leader of the entire army of angels in
heaven. He is also known as the Angel of Salem (later named
Jerusalem). In contrast to his description by the Balseraph,
he is the Angel of Peace, not war. Peace is gained through
superior firepower (Jesuss sacrifice), so the effects of being
an Angel of Michael are the same in terms of game
mechanics. All the other Archangels get their orders from
Michael, as he is Gods Commander-in-Chief  of the
heavenly host.
Novalis: He is not a flower child as the Balseraph stated,
and his angels do not go to Grateful Dead concerts, unless
they have a good reason to do so. They are more often seen
at board meetings and peace talks trying to get the humans
to work together to solve their problems peacefully. To the
Balseraphs credit, Novalis was heavily involved in the 60s
Jesus movement. To Novalis credit, almost all the wars in
the last 50 years have been resolved diplomatically.
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described him was trying to convince the reader that Yves
is a powerful manipulator, a being near-omniscience who
invents religions for humans to follow, and who is a dark
background for the light to show up against. Who does
that sound like? Could it be Satan? The Balseraph was
trying to get the reader to think good thoughts about Satan
through using the description of innocent Yves. Yves, in
reality, is the archangel of randomness. The number that
comes up when you roll a die is under the law of randomness
which God put in Yves charge. So the game mechanics of
Yves angels are the same.
The Marches
The Marches are the realm between the dimension of
Temporal Reality and the dimension of Essential Reality.
Temporal Reality is the physical universe humans live in.
Essential Reality (also called Eternal Reality) is the
dimension of Heaven and Hell. The Marches is the realm
of ideals. How do you know what a Square is? Because in
the realm of ideals, there exists the ideal square in your
mind. Thus when you see a square, you know its a square
because it matches the ideal. C. S. Lewis Narnia Chronicles,
J. R. R. Tolkiens fantasy works, Steven W. Lawheads fantasy
works, etc.. all dwell in the Marches. Pagan gods also exist
in the realm of The Marches. Ideals in the Marches can be
good, evil or indifferent. God may allow an ideal in the
marches to cross-over into Temporal Reality for one reason
or another, and the angels may have to deal with it. Weird
stuff for GMs to play with.
Numinous Corpus
An appropriate holy appearance is available as determined
by the GM. For example; Horns can be a Halo of Light.
A Tail can be an independent Flaming Sword (cf. Gen.
3:24). There are additional Numinous corpus available for
Angels as determined by the GM. I know of no scripture to
support Numinous corpus, but that is not to say that it
cant be used for game play. But I have a real hard time
with Angels having hoofs and spiked tongues... the
appearance should be holy in some way.
Use of Scripture

The use of scripture is never really discussed in In
Nomine, but in the Bible, we find that Angels and Christ
frequently used scripture. The Temptation story of Jesus,
found in Matthew 4:1-11, were Jesus (Eli) was tempted by
Satan (Lucifer), we see a war of scripture from memory
taking place. To duplicate this battle of memory verses, the
Yves: The Angel of Destiny is not much different than his Christian game should include just that. For lack of a better
description except that he is a Cherub. He was not created term for this form of intellectual combat, I call it
first of the angels; Michael was. He did not name God, ScriptCasting. If a player wishes he can recite from memory
a Scripture verse to subdue an opponent or monster.
God named God. A discussion within the Trinity came
The character can do this in place of a song. The verse
up with the name; Yahweh (I AM) for The Father,
recited must be recited with no more than 10%
Holy Spirit for Holy Spirit, and Yeshuah/Jesus
mistakes. You cannot recite the same verse ever again
(Yahweh Saves) for the Son. The Balseraph who
9
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Evolution of a Game

hen I asked the members of the Christian
Gamers Guild mailing list for ideas on what to
write for this e-zine, the first one I received asked
me to tell a bit about how the Multiverser role-playing game
came to be. Multiverser was released in December of 1997,
and introduced through the Valdron Inc. web site at http://
members.aol.com/NagaWorld/mv.html (which has received
several very positive reviews).
Although I am co-author of
this relatively new role playing
game, even I dont know its
whole stor y  I was not
involved with it at the
beginning. E. R. Jones had
already created much of it
before I came along and tried
to translate it to paper. But I
know quite a bit about it, and
have guessed some of the rest,
so Ill tell you what I do know.
Im surprised at how
Multiverser turned out
different from what either of
us expected. In seeking to
turn his ideas into something
I could understand and
communicate, and something
which could be run by anyone
using a book of rules, a new
game was born.
The
conception
of
Multiverser came from the
creative mind of E. R. Jones.
Mr. Jones is a very private
individual who would prefer
that I not publish too many details about him. He discovered
RPGs back in 1980 while still in high school. He borrowed
a copy of the Advanced Dungeons & Dragons Dungeon
Masters Guide from a friend, spent a night reading it, and
returned it the next day  and then began running games
based on what he had read. He began picking up rule books
and modules where he could find them, not discriminating
between game systems, constructing a game world which
was part AD&D and part Gamma World, expanding in
unexpected ways as rules, equipment, creatures, and window
dressing were added from many different game systems.
This world, Valdaronia, was later renamed Valdron.
After a couple of years, he bought his own DMG.
Everything technological was banished from Valdron

By M. Joseph Young
into an adjacent country across impassable mountains from
which magic was in turn banished; yet he still felt that there
should be a way to integrate magic and technology into the
same campaign world.
He played and refereed more
games, and began to develop
his own. That which would one
day become Multiverser began
around 1985 as a high-tech I
game in which a players alter
ego entered the game by being
kidnapped by aliens and
drafted to fight in a galactic
war. From time to time one of
these player characters would
fall through a wormhole or
other wise find himself
accidentally transported to
another universe with different
physical laws  but since the
characters
traveled
in
spaceships, it was difficult to
bring them directly into a
swords and sorcery setting.
Either they were equipped with
powerful technology which
would unbalance the game, or
they were adrift in space and
doomed to float helplessly
until they crashed.
At this point, an unnamed
material (later named scriff )
was conceived as a sub-atomic
substance which tied all universes together; a character
infected with scriff moves from universe to universe in the
Multiverser game. Bias, the rules which determine what
is possible in a universe and whether things are easier or
more difficult, also became part of the game. At first there
were three bias areas: magic and technology which
always opposed each other, and psionics which was
treated separately. (For those who wish more detail on these
ideas, scriff is introduced in an excerpt from the
Multiverser Referees Rules at http://members.aol.com/
NagaWorld/mvrscriff.html, and discussed further
at http://members.aol.com/NagaWorld/scriff.html;
bias is similarly presented at http://members.aol.com/
NagaWorld/mvrbias.html
and
http://
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Mr. Jones had by this time joined the army, and was running
games around the world. Although the first uses of scriff
were by sophisticated machines that used the substance to
navigate between universes, it almost immediately became
something that got inside a character and his equipment so
that machines were no longer needed to move from world
to world  now it happened whenever a character died.
Test players contributed a little bit to it here and there
one whom I have never met, Richard Lutz of Florida, named
the scriff (and many of the creatures in NagaWorld, the
world E. R. Jones created as a starting point for Multiverser
characters, or versers), and created the idea of occasionally
bringing characters into a world through the birth process.
Although I met only one of those earliest test players, I felt
their stamp on much of the game as it developed.
Mr. Jones was always a bit vague about mechanics. Ive
often thought that the original Multiverser mechanic was
that he had players roll dice, he looked at the numbers, and
then decided what he wanted to have happen based on that
roll. He had established that he wanted to use percentile
dice for skill checks, and had created a list of attributes
(ability scores) which were to be included and the scale to
be used. The structure of the bias system, with fifteen levels
positive and negative and with ten intensities per level, was
in place, and he used two kinds of attribute checks plus
general effects rolls. Some notion of relative success, relative
failure, and the chance to botch were already part of the
system. He had also reduced weapon damage to damage
categories (from annoying to annihilating), a simplified
approach to damage which eliminates the need to look up
the damage of a particular weapon. I think he was using
damage category bonuses and penalties (increasing and
decreasing damage due to skills, protections, and other
factors) in a very loose way. But if you asked him how he
determined the chance to hit, he was always a bit vague; it
involved your skill, your best relevant attribute, your strike
value, the bias of the world, the target value of the opponent,
modifiers for armor, range, and other situation factors 
but if there was a way to put it together to get the same
answer every time, only he knew it.
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mechanics were workable. He feared that I was going to
give him a game in which the mechanics were so complex
that only mathematicians could play; I was concerned about
going to press with major holes in the system. For a while
he was at my house so much that my kids thought of him as
family (and his fiancee regarded me a threat to their
relationship); after he got married we were always at his
apartment, working on his days off while watching his son.
What we expected would be a few months stretched into
years. It outlasted the Commodore, and I had to re-type
the entire first draft into a new computer. On my dot matrix
printer it took several days to print a complete copy, and
used up most of a ribbon. The sheer size of it made him
nervous, especially printed single-sided in stacks of largeprint pages; Ive got boxes of revised drafts stuffed in corners
of the house.

I dont want to minimize my own contribution to
Multiverser; nor do I wish to exaggerate it. Almost
immediately I pointed out to him that technology had to
include all those low-tech things he had allowed to pass
without modification  the leverage of a club, the wedge of
a knife, the wheels on carts, even the control of fire. There
would be worlds in which these things were not known;
there might be worlds in which they were impossible. After
that, I suggested a fourth bias area, body skills, which would
control martial arts, acrobatics, and so much more, skills he
had not covered under the bias system. I created the
I suppose it began at my dining room table while we were obliterative damage category and a single roll hit and
playing; but what I remember is sitting in the stairwell
damage system (which ties your potential damage to
outside his fiancees apartment with printouts from my
your ability to hit, and reduces the number of die rolls
Commodore computer, my hand-printed outlines, and
during combat). I dissociated magic from technology
his scrawled text and revisions. We struggled with
so that there could more easily be worlds in which
11
each others handwriting and argued about what
both were high or both were low. I put detail into
Thats how things were when I met him. It was 1991, and
he was introduced to me as a Christian D&D player; he
joined my game, then I joined his (he was still running
Valdron). I heard a bit about Multiverser from some of the
other gamers he knew, and he eventually invited me to play
in September of 92. Within a couple weeks I was nagging
him for game mechanic information. I wanted to analyze
the system, figure out what weapons were my best options,
how things worked. He responded by inviting me to help
him put it all to paper. Our collaboration had begun.
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the mechanics, creating a detailed general effects table, hit
location chart, body injury table, and many other special
application tables. Given the framework of bias levels and
intensities, I outlined for each bias area what kinds of skills
fell at which levels, and which skills were at each intensity,
and revised it several times over the next few years. But
from the beginning it was based on his ideas, his structure,
and his framework. I wrote ninety percent of the text, but
he wrote the first ten percent, setting the basics for the
system. What he had done easily by the seat of his pants
for years had to be studied and put to paper. I often told
him that I couldnt teach people how to be him, so I had to
provide them with tools which would enable them to do
what he did.
We were about as mismatched as two referees could be. Of
all the DMs we knew, none was closer to the book than I. If
I didnt have a suitable rule to cover something, I wrote
one; I put it to paper, and used it thereafter. The game
started when I announced it, and ended at the end of the
session; I watched the clock and announced when we entered
the last hour. Questions about the scenario which were asked
between games were generally answered with, How would
you know that? Although I spent a great deal of time
creating scenarios and preparing for games, the game was
the game, and players could not discover game information
except when the game was in session. It was known by
every player that whatever was behind the next door had
been there on paper long before they got there, possibly
before they ever came to the table, without regard for who
they would be or what would bring them there. It was
ultimately fair, because everything that would affect them
was decided without reference to them. Even wandering
monsters had already been created in detail and placed in
random sequence; if the dice called for a wandering monster,
you got the next one on the list.
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of the players were involved. He infused his games with
life, with excitement. He kept the game on the edge: we
were always within inches of death, yet came through
exhilarated and alive; and he was able to maintain the illusion
that we had done it. I once said that he didnt really run
games; he really told stories, and made us feel as if we were
in them.
I learned a tremendous amount from him; I believe he
learned much from me as well. From that discordant
combination sprang a game which neither of us could have
created alone. It is intricately structured, yet incredibly
flexible. Its rules can cover any reality, and yet you can
sometimes play for hours without opening the book. The
system is so detailed that some critics have suggested that
we missed nothing; yet it is so consistent that everything
fits into a few simple mechanics. The background materials
in the book run from general relativity to Linnaean
classification to philosophy of religion to the metaphysics
of time travel, and yet one of our referees is an eighth grader
who runs games for friends during his lunch break. Anything
the referee can imagine can become part of the game world;
any game weve ever seen can be integrated with it. It flings
its characters beyond the four corners of the universe into
countless universes, and gathers them together again in
familiar or alien settings, balancing the identity of the
character and the identity of the world in a harmony which
works easily, and challenging the imaginations of referees
and players with the possibilities.
I suppose I need to come to the end of the story. We spent
most of a year reading through the completed draft, making
such changes as we thought were necessary. By then it was
the spring of 1997. For Mr. Jones, it had been over a decade
to reach this point, and he did not wish to be involved in
the business of selling his own ideas. He left it to me. I
made the final revisions to the text and the final selection
on the artwork, created Valdron Inc. in September as we
had agreed, and invited the last collection of test players to
be involved in bringing the game to the world. Several people
jumped at the chance, and by the end of December the
game was on the market.

In contrast, no one was less disciplined than he. He rarely
consulted books, charts, or tables. He used no maps, no
written scenarios. Moving around in his city was magical 
directions were filled with odd ritualistic instructions, such
as kicking the third trash can in the alley, or knocking on
the door to the warehouse, or banging on a drainpipe; and
the way there was rarely the way back. Distances to distant It was a long first year, and I made many mistakes, but the
places were measured in days on the road, and the speed game has been well received by critics and a growing number
you traveled didnt change it. Monsters who attacked would of gamers. Despite criticism of its religious content (it
die when the party had taken enough damage. Underground describes a supernatural realm in which there is one supreme
passages were largely invented on the fly; he would check good Creator who made all of the gods in all imaginable
our map before deciding which way the path went next. worlds), Multiverser has gotten enough favorable comment
Time was completely mutable. He would decide which that I expect it to be around for many years. The game E.
month was next when it was getting close, determine the R. Jones ran by the seat of his pants, and which I helped
number of days in the month as it suited him; and he had translate to rules anyone could run, has begun to excite
no problem with the notion that one player could go on a gamers around the world.
three-month side trip and rejoin the party an hour after he
left. The game was always on  if you called him on
the phone and asked a question, suddenly he was the
DM and you were the character, and the game was
afoot. His characters were alive; his NPCs were
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driving a hundred different subplots with which none

Hitting Them Where It
I
was watching a classic science fiction film this weekend
with my four-year-old son and one scene in particular
emphasized the way combat is portrayed in movies and
in our games. In this particular scene an alien, accompanied
by a starship pilot and a teenager, wander into a detention
zone where a firefight erupts with the evil military police.
Now granted, the threesome had the element of surprise,
but when the shooting starts they calmly go about their
business, zapping security cameras and bad guys with
amazing accuracy. Meanwhile the trained military police
cant seem to hit anything. Common sense tells us that this
is a less than accurate portrayal of how this firefight would
occur, and I think everyone realizes that Hollywood takes
great liberty with reality in their action movies. This
cinematic liberty carries over into RPGs that for the most
part seek to model movies, not reality.
The purpose of this series of articles is not to open a debate
about the glorification of violence in popular movies and
role playing games. I do believe, however, that adding a dose
or two of reality to our game mechanics will reduce the
quantity of violence and increase the quality of role playing.
I see this as a win-win adjustment.
Let me start with damage, wounds and hit points. The idea
that a person can be subdivided into a number of equal hit
points that measure their ability to withstand physical
damage is convenient for writing game mechanics. It is also
a significant departure from reality that has been criticized
by many writers. It fosters reckless behavior by characters
with a large number of points. I believe it encourages hack
and slash role-playing with players only resorting to
non-violent conflict resolution when they have burned up
most of their hit points. Defining a more realistic damage
model presents a few problems. First of all, most of the more
realistic game mechanics that I have seen involve a lot of
cumbersome rules and math. Second, what yardstick do we
use to define realistic?
My solution is to make use of Colonel Trevor Dupuys
Historical Evaluation and Research Organization (HERO)
database. Col. Dupuy, USA (ret) is a decorated W.W.II
combat veteran and a prominent military science theorist.

He has spent many years working on a quantitative model
for modern combat. As part of that effort, he has created
a database that covers literally hundreds of actual 20th
century engagements, from World War I to the Gulf War.
One product of this research has been an analysis of
personnel attrition. The bulk of the data used in this article
is drawn from the 73 Engagement Post-1945 Conflict Data
Base that spans actions from Indonesia 1946 through
Lebanon 1982. He has written several books on this analysis
and presented numerous papers to various professional
military organizations.
Now this is certainly a sound, reputable source for realism,
but how do we apply this analysis to our game mechanics
and how will it affect game play? Thats our challenge. In
this article I will avoid addressing specific game systems and
will convert Colonel Dupuys analysis into percentages. GMs
who want to try including this information in their games
can either roll percentile dice or convert the percentages to
a preferred dice type. Fair warning: this article has a lot of
percentages drawn from the real world HERO database. If
you are overwhelmed by math and statistics, then look out!
Lets start with the basics. According to Col. Dupuys data,
20% of people wounded by a modern firearm on the
battlefield will be killed outright if they are not wearing
body armor. Lets call that a KIA (Killed In Action) result.
15% will be incapacitated, an INC (Incapacitated) result.
The incapacitated require immediate medical attention, may
eventually die of their wounds and for game purposes are
out of action. 65% will be simply wounded, WIA (Wounded
In Action); these will most likely survive their wound even
without professional medical attention and can remain active
in the current firefight, with some penalties.
What if the target is wearing body armor? These numbers
are a bit fuzzy. The KIA percentage is only reduced to 14%;
the INC percentage remains 15% and 71% are only
wounded. These numbers always seem to shock the reader.
Body Armor only adds 6% to your chance to survive? is
the usual response. Well, not exactly. Body Armor defeats
some hits outright. In essence the wound is reduced to a
negligible but painful bruise. But in the HERO database
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soldiers only bruised are not included in the casualty lists.
In other words, there is no casualty classification saved
by Body Armor. Look at it another way, though. Even
ignoring the armors ability to completely stop some hits,
without body armor the ratio is 1 killed to 4 wounded. With
body armor the ratio becomes 1 killed to 6 wounded. If
youre one of those extra casualties, body armor is well worth
the weight!
How effective is body armor, then? In the case of your
standard issue ballistic vest, fairly effective. In the case of
your ballistic helmet, not very. A vest will defeat about 75%
of shell fragments (including shotguns and grenades) and
25% of firearm hits. Helmets are not nearly as helpful. A
helmet will defeat about 25% of shell fragments and only
4% of firearm hits.
You want more detail, you say? Okay, how about hit location.
The HERO database indicates that 21% of all hits are scored
on the head, 21% in the torso and 58% on the arms or legs.
A GM could use these numbers to generate hit locations or
to modify the preferred game system s hit location system.
As Ive said before, these numbers are drawn from actual
20th century combat casualty statistics. There may be some
concern that this hit location distribution reflects soldiers
that are prone or in cover. Being prone or in cover would
increase the number of head and arm wounds. I discount
these concerns for two reasons. One, roughly 50% of modern
casualties are caused by exploding shell fragments (Artillery,
Hand Grenades and other explosives). Shell fragments
typically come from indirect fire weapons that explode above
or behind the target. Two, most firearm casualties occur in

APPLYING HITTING THEM
WHERE IT HURTS TO GURPS
Here's a sample application for Steve Jackson Games'
popular multi-genre GURPS game system.
First, let's analyze the GURPS standard hit location
table. If the standard hit distribution is close to the
realistic hit location distribution, we'll leave it alone.
Hey, if it's not broke, don't fix it!
Standard GURPS Hit Location (roll 3d6):
3-4
5
6
7
8
9-11
12
13-14
15-16
17-18

Brain
Head
Shield Arm
Hand
Weapon Arm
Torso
Far Leg
Near Leg
Foot
Vital Organs (Torso)
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the first few seconds of a firefight, before the combatants
have had the opportunity to find cover. I believe
these percentages are an accurate representation of hit
location distribution but the GM is free to make that decision
for themselves and use their preferred game system hit
location determination.
How does hit location effect wound severity? Youve
heard the old real estate saying, Location, location,
location? Here is the proof that this saying is not limited
to real estate prices:
WOUND SEVERITY TABLE, NO BODY ARMOR
KIA

INC

WIA

Head Wounds:

01-44%

45-59%

60%+

Torso Wounds:

01-39%

40-54%

55%+

Other Wounds:

01-04%

05-19%

20%+

WOUND SEVERITY TABLE, WITH BODY ARMOR
KIA
Head Wounds w/Helmet:

INC

WIA

01-31% 32-46% 47%+

Torso Wounds w/Body Armor: 01-27% 28-42%

43%+

Other Wound locations use the standard no body armor table.

This equates to a hit location distribution of 4.7% Head
Wounds, 38.5% Torso Wounds and 56.8% Other
Wounds. "Houston, we have a problem!" I'm not sure
what the standard hit location distribution is based on,
but it obviously places too many hits on the torso and
not enough on the head. I'll adjust the GURPS hit
location table to the following:
Table 1 - Modified GURPS Hit Location (roll 3d6):
3-5
6-7
8
9-10
11-12
13-15
16
17-18

Brain
Head
Hand+
Arm+
Torso
Leg+
Foot+
Vital Organs (Torso)

+ Roll an additional d6:
1-3 Left, 4-6 Right
This keeps the spirit and feel of the original GURPS hit
locations but alters the distribution to more accurately
reflect actual data.
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Now lets begin to apply this to our games. The GM only
needs to add one or two die rolls to the damage resolution
routine to achieve much more realistic results. When a
character is shot with a firearm, first determine hit location.
The GM could use the percentages included in this article
or use the normal hit location according to the game system
they are using. If the character is hit in a location protected
by body armor, one additional die roll is required to see if
the armor defeats the hit outright. If the hit penetrates the
armor or if there is no body armor, the GM now rolls on the
appropriate wound severity table. This could be a simple
percentile dice roll or the percentages could be converted to
a preferred dice type (e.g. 01-44% could just as easily be 19 on a d20 or 3-9 on 3d6). A KIA result is self-explanatory.
An INC result means that the character is down and out of
this firefight. I usually allow player characters to survive as
long as they receive medical attention. Non-player characters
have a survival chance of about 75% assuming they
eventually receive treatment by modern medicine (c. 1999).
On a WIA result, a GM has two choices. One is to apply
the normal weapon damage to the characters hit points or
whatever damage mechanic is used in their game. If
necessary, reduce the damage to make sure that the character
is only wounded, not killed. As a rule of thumb, I would
make the maximum damage that could be suffered from a
WIA result equal to one half the characters starting hit
points. This will make some wounds more severe then others
without the chance of getting knocked into the one hit
point club on the first WIA. As an alternative, the GM
could use a flat rate of one quarter of the characters hit
points (or whatever) for each wound. In other words, if a

character has 12 hit points, they take 3 for each wound
suffered that doesnt result in a KIA or INC result. In most
game systems this means that the character will collapse
from their wounds after suffering their fourth WIA.
Motivated GMs could take this data a few steps farther by
incorporating various modifiers as a result of campaign
specific weapons and armor. The data that supports this
article assumes modern military rifles being fired at average
soldiers on a modern battlefield. If your campaigns focus is
pistols and submachine guns, you can model these weaker
weapons by applying a penalty to the wound severity die
roll. The penalty can be consistent with the game systems
weapon damage rating. For instance, if rifles have a damage
rating of 5d6 and you are assessing the penalty for a pistol
that has a damage rating of 3d6, I would probably add a
10% penalty to wound severity rolls using the pistol. The
flip side of this penalty would be a severity bonus for very
powerful weapons. If youre assessing the modifier for a
machine gun that has an 8d6 damage rating, this bonus
might be a -15% on wound severity rolls. Likewise, if your
campaign involves non-human races or augmented humans,
you might develop wound severity modifiers based on super
strength or toughness.
Future developments in body armor could cause a problem
with these figures. One way to resolve this situation is by
assuming that body armor technological developments will
be accompanied by more effective weapon development. In
other words, in a science fiction realm blasters might
replace rifles as the standard issue military small arm. These
troopers might also be wearing fully enclosed storm trooper

GURPS is a game system which predominantly uses
3d6 rolls, so I'll convert all of the wound severity table
percentages to a 3d6 system. GURPS also favors low
rolls. In other words, rolling a '3' is almost always
preferable and rolling an '18' is usually bad. It's
important to keep the application consistent with the
basic game mechanics whenever possible. This will
prevent your players from getting overwhelmed or
confused by new mechanics.

Let's simplify it a bit by combining it into one table
with some specific modifiers:

The basic wound severity tables thus become:

Table 2 - Wound Severity (SEV):

WOUND SEVERITY TABLE, NO BODY ARMOR
KIA

INC

WIA

Head & Torso
Wounds

3-9

10-11

12+

Other Wounds:

3-5

6-7

8+

WOUND SEVERITY TABLE, WITH BODY ARMOR

Head & Torso
Wounds

KIA

INC

WIA

3-8

9-10

11+

Roll 3d6:
3-9
KIA
10-11
INC
12+
WIA - Target takes 3 hits of
damage or standard GURPS
damage roll (GM's option)
SEV Modifiers:
+1 if target is wearing body armor
+4 if target is hit in the extremities (arms, hands, legs
and feet)
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armor as well. My suggestion is that small arms and
body armor at a common tech level should yield about the
same results as the HERO database. Storm trooper armor
would then stop about 25% of all blaster hits. Blaster hits
that defeat the armor or that strike an unarmored area would
need a bonus adjustment on wound severity rolls based
on how more effective they are than standard 20th century
military weapons. Most modern and science fiction games
provide damage data for a 1990s technology rifle as well
as more futuristic or powerful weapons. Use that damage
rating as the standard and assess severity modifiers as
described above.
Thats all there is to it. With the addition of one or two die
rolls, the whole flavor of any game can become more realistic.
Johnny Dangerous will think twice about his OK Corral
tactics if he knows hes got a chance of being killed outright
with any given hit. You may find that your players will begin
to sit lower in their chairs and have a tendency to
demonstrate how carefully they are taking cover before they
reach for the dice. The tension of having a character wounded
is increased dramatically!

Now let's consider special weapons and body armor.
Standard modern military issue body armor would
defeat hits from modern rifles on a roll of 13-18 on
3d6. So for consistency:
Table 3 - Hit Penetration (PEN):
Roll 3d6: 13-18 Hit Defeated
PEN Modifiers:
+4 if the target was hit by shell fragments or a shotgun
-3 if the armor is a helmet.
The standard modern military issue small arm has a
damage of 5-6 dice in the GURPS system. Lets create
some modifiers for specific weapon caliber's or advanced
body armors included in the basic rulebook.
Table 4 - Weapon Modifiers to Wound
Severity and Hit Penetration:

Caliber

Wound
Armor
GURPS Severity Penetration
Damage Mod (SEV) Mod (PEN)

.45 ACP
.44 Mag
5.56mm
7.62mm
Blaster
.600 Nitro
Blast Rifle

2d
3d
5d
6d
6d
6d
6d

+1
+1
+0
+0
+0
+0
+0

+2
+1
+0
-1
-1
-2
-4

These modifiers could be shortened to read Blaster: 0/-1, or
for more clarity, Blaster: 0s/-1p

One last warning: this system is not forgiving. The best,
most skilled characters can be killed in an instant. Thats
realistic. It is a game though, and no one likes to scrap a
character as a result of one bad dice roll. I usually allow
players to convert KIAs into INCs at the cost of losing
most or all experience for the current adventure. This may
seem steep, but they are lucky to be alive! In military
campaigns, I normally encourage the players to control a
four man fire team rather then individual characters. In the
unfortunate situation that a player character is knocked out
of action, the player may still participate in the gaming
session. It also adds some realistic decision dynamics to the
game as players must face splitting the team or getting
wounded comrades medical assistance during a firefight.
Next time, Ill look at the Friction of War, combat experience
and those OK Corral tactics that are so dear to both
Hollywood and hack n slashers...

Dupuy, Trevor N. *Attrition: Forecasting Battle Casualties and Equipment
Losses in Modern War.* Fairfax, Virginia: HERO Books, 1990.

Table 5 - Armor Modifiers to Hit Penetration:
Body Armor
Vietnam era Flak Jacket
Modern Military Body Armor
w/Steel or Ceramic Plate Inserts

PEN
-1
0
+2

Finally, the average human in GURPS has a Health/
Hits attribute of 10-12. I would add an additional
modifier to the wound severity table based on the
target's Hits. (In some cases, GURPS makes a
distinction between Health and Hits, this modifier
would apply to Hits in these split attribute cases.)
Table 6 - Wound Severity Modifers for HT:
HT
1
2-8
9-13
14-20
21-32
33-56
57+

SEV Modifier
-2
-1
0
+1
+2
+3
+4

Simply add three small tables and a relatively short list
of modifiers and your GURPS games will generate hit
locations and wounds comparable to historical trends
in modern warfare.

PART I

B

ack when I started gaming, almost twenty years ago,
there was practically no material on how to have a
good game - so I had to learn the hard way. All of
the tips, tricks, and advice in this article come from years of
GMing badly, and gradually getting better. Watching other
GMs that you like and practicing a lot are some of the best
ways to improve your game.
Good judgement comes from experience.
Experience comes from bad judgement.
Please dont use this article as an excuse to dump on your
fellow gamers by saying Look, it says here that youre a
bad gamer! Likewise, dont feel that if you dont do all of
these things that youre not a good gamer, and realize that
this is not a complete list of good gaming qualities. Just use
this article to improve your own gaming techniques.
Good Gaming
There are lots of ingredients that go into a good game. Good
people, good people skills, and good ideas work together to
create a good gaming experience. Arguably the most
important person in a game is the Game Master. In the
gaming circles Ive been in, at least, players will pursue a
good GM to run their games, but Ive rarely seen a GM
pursue a good player - there are normally too many players
per GM as it is.
A good GM can achieve his goal of a good game by thinking
quickly during a game and by preparing for the game ahead
of time.
During the Game
A good GM must fulfill six important roles: director, writer,
referee, host, actor, and tactician.
GM as Director
In theatre, the director is the person that controls the flow
of the story. When I was in the theatre, I worked with
directors with a number of different styles. Some were
dictators, micromanaging every detail of the entire play into
their vision of how it should be. Some were coaches, urging
the participants to do their best. Some were hands-off, and
just selected talented people to work with, and told them to
go find their own direction.
As director, a good GM must make some of the same
choices. Does he keep the game on track by gentle
prodding, or an iron fist? Does he prepare beforehand,
or completely wing it? Does he just give input when
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the players feel stuck or lost, or does he practically hand
them a script to follow?
Lights! Camera!
As director, a good GM has to set the mood for the game.
A room dimly lit by a dozen or so candles, a spy
movie soundtrack playing in the background, or a few
fake jungle vines on the table and chairs will all give feelings
that are appropriate to different genres. But mood props,
while enhancing the atmosphere, should not be the only
measure taken.
Mood of any kind is truly set by our actions and words.
Genre speaking patterns (Prithee my lord versus Ya,
whaddya want versus Please input response), accents,
physical gestures, and phraseology (Some knights on horses
come up to you, versus You hear the galloping hooves and
you see and smell the dust they kick up as the horsemen
approach - there appear to be four horses, each with a rider,
but you cant make out the details from this distance,) all
set the mood for a game.
Action!
As director, a good GM also has to keep the action rolling.
Pausing a game to wait on a slow-counting player to finish
adding up the damage from a 12d6 roll is a waste of time.
Waiting for a player to declare a combat action while the
player keeps asking whats going on even though its already
been explained three times is a bad move. Allow the villains
to make poor decisions as well if it will speed the game up.
Indecision: a disease commonly found in sheep.
To solve some of these slow-downs in the game, a GM can
delegate - have players with a head for numbers do all the
die totaling for the slow players. Or, if the GM wants to
figure it up early, he can pre-roll lots of common die rolls,
and mark them off as theyre used. Ive even heard of
percentile charts and index cards as methods to reduce
counting time.
If the problem is one of players not paying attention
during combat, talk to them about it. If they still
dont get it together, you can award fewer experience points
for roleplaying, make them lose in-game time for
their character to assess the situation whenever
they ask whats going on, assign a penalty to the
characters actions for daydreaming, or simply skip
over their turn.
17
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Focus
As director, a good GM also needs to keep the players
in character. Games are meant to be fun, but if the
games mood is serious, it is not the time for the players to
exchange puns, or to talk about their car problems, or to do
homework. If it were another game being played, like
basketball or charades, the focus would be on the action,
not on the sidelines.
Role-playing games should, when appropriate, be treated
the same way. Some appropriate times for seriousness might
be when the heroic knights approach the evil wizards castle,
when the doomsday device begins to grind gears and give
off sparks, or when the elevator begins to flood with river
water. There are plenty of times for levity, as well, however.
When the GM gets so excited that he stutters the master
villains death threat, when the team brick beats up a shriner
just to get a fez, or when a heros wimpy alter ego kills a
villain with a lucky punch and so gains a bigger rep than the
hero, are all great times for a good laugh. And there are
plenty of times that a single character might logically lighten
a dark mood with a well-timed quip or prank. When it is
time, however, for immersion into the roles, a phone call for
the GM or someone opening a crinkly bag of chips can be
most distracting.

the major and minor events and people in the game world,
the GM can always have those nearly-forgotten memories
on hand.
The Fourth Wall
In theatre and film, the fourth wall is the wall between
the performers and the audience. Breaking the fourth
wall is any action that reminds the audience that whatever
theyre seeing is not real. Ferris Bueller looking at the
camera and explaining to the audience how to fake a generic
illness, Tigger speaking with the narrator, and Bugs Bunny
stepping outside of the film frame are examples of breaking
the fourth wall.

There are plenty of ways for a GM to ensure that players
stay in character. A barrage of thrown dice, a 25¢ penalty
box, deducted experience points, etc. all work well enough,
but the surest way to keep the game on track is to GM for
players who are already inclined to do it. This is obviously
not easy, but once a GM finds good players, he needs to
hang on to them.

Games can break the fourth wall, as well. As director, the
GM can choose to do this.

As for getting the players into their characters at the
beginning of a game, Ive seen Get in Character drills
that worked well. At the start of each session, the GM asks
a player a question about his character  whos the first
person you ever killed, who was your favorite teacher and
why, when were you the most content, etc.  and after
answering, that player asks another player a different
question. This helps set the mood for gaming, and also
teaches all present something about the characters that they
might not have known.

A character (not the characters player) could get a phone
call at the game. Okay, its phase 12 - hang on, the phones
for you, Jake.
Hello?
Caped Wonder, I know what you did, and Ill go to the
press if you dont confess.

Organization

A character could get mail (either regular or e-mail). A
postcard addressed to a character can really surprise a player.

As director, a good GM is also organized. Whether in his
head or on paper, a good GM knows whats going on in his
world - who, where, when, why, and how. Keeping an NPC
cardfile helps to keep track of this relevant info.

Example: My superhero team had an assignment in another
state. As it happened, I had to drive through that state a few days
later. I sent a postcard from a character to the rest of the group.

It might be hard to remember the name of the guide who
escorted the heroes across the city two years ago, or to
remember how many yahrens are in a centon, or what
day of the week it was when the heroes left town. But
by keeping index cards (or computerized records) on

Director Summary
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As director, a good GM gets and keeps his players
attention. The players focus on the game, and the game
focuses on the plot. Players stay in character, and the
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game moves along briskly.

was drawing magical energy from hyperspace.

GM as Writer

My players found it odd that a planet was right there, and debated
whether or not to explore it so they could possibly find a way back to
their own universe. Eventually, they decided that even if they decided
to go somewhere else to explore, whichever planet they landed on
would end up being this Planet X which was in front of them, so
they decided to land after all.

...and then the elephant said, Not with my
trunk, you dont!
A good GM also acts as writer, whether he has written the
stories himself or not. The situation is similar to a playwright
who has created a script, yet has to endure the directors
differing interpretation, the casting directors questionable
role assignments, and the actors mediocre performances.
The end result of all this is often quite different from what
the writer had in mind originally, but given good people,
the resulting play can be greater than its original manuscript.
As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens
another. (Proverbs 27:17)
Interdependence
Writing a game scenario is different than writing a book or
a play. The characters involved get to change the script as
they go. Its similar to improvisational theatre, in which the
actors are (sometimes) given a topic, and they develop their
own characters and plot as they go.
A GM can start with a great story, but what happens when
the players dont do what the GM expects? The GM has
the choice of giving the players complete freedom to do
what they want and go where they want, or of railroading
the players onto a predetermined path. Or, of course,
something in between.
A good GM finds the compromise that best suits his players
and himself. This is not always easy to do.
Some GMs are great at improvising as they go. Ive played
with some GMs who can craft a wonderful story, and always
seem to have the answer to what happens next, with only
ten minutes to prepare (We need to you GM tonight.
Oh, okay.).
But not all GMs have the gift of quick thinking. Some rely
on fluid scripting. For example, a GM might set up a
crossroads for the characters, and want them to take the
left fork so that they will gain the ally they need before they
take the right fork to battle the enemy. But then the players
insist on taking the right fork, so the GM ensures that the
ally just happens to be traveling the right fork on the way
to battle the enemy anyway, and the party is fortified even
though they did not do what the GM expected.

I was relieved that they decided to land on it, since logically, no
other planet would have been causing the whirlpool. I was a little
insulted being thought of as a railroader, and if they had gone
elsewhere, I wouldve had to probably postpone the session, since I
had nothing else planned. But it all worked out in the end.
Writer Summary
As a writer, a good GM needs to tailor the game to the
players interests. By plotting a script that everyone wants
to be a part of, it becomes much easier to keep the players
following their part of the script.
GM as Referee
GMs also have to act as referee/judge when running a game.
In other games that require a referee (such as football), the
referees must know the rules in and out, and be ready to
make a call instantly. GMing is a little different, since the
GM not only enforces the rules like other referees; hes also
free to change them to suit the story.
Example: In one game, the GM had us write up Champions
characters, but we may as well not have bothered. The game was
run extremely freeform, and felt more like a Marvel Super Heroes
game. My speedster had a 9 SPD, but in combat, it didnt matter
at all, since everything was handled descriptively, instead of taking
it phase by phase.
This took some getting used to, but it was kind of nice to play
Champions while taking a break from the rules for a while.
Example: In another game, I was mind-controlled to hate a demon
that got stronger whenever he was attacked in hate. Since the mind
control attack barely hit me, the GM offered me a chance to dodge.
Surprised, I said, Okay, what do I do? He told me to roll the dice
and tell him if I made it.
I rolled 3d6 and got an average result, and told him that I guessed
I made it. He told me that the mental beam just snagged me in the
foot as I was getting out of the way. And that I now had a medium
dislike of the demon. This was a nice rule-bending that added a
partial effect to mind control, which is normally all-or-nothing.

I ended up attacking a structure behind him so that it collapsed and
Example: In my Star Hero game, the heroes got caught in a knocked him out.
hyperspace whirlpool, and got transported to a universe where
As a referee, a good GM should exercise fair, quick,
magic works. There was a planet right in front of them when
consistent judgement, and should accommodate
they emerged into the new dimension. As I had planned it,
disagreeing players.
the planet was the inadvertent cause of the vortex, because it
19
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Quickness

to keep the game going as is.

As referee, the decisions a GM makes should be quick. When
stuck for an important ruling, though, asking the players
for their opinions or decreeing a five-minute recess can get
the juices flowing.

Situational Rulings

Consistency
As referee, the decisions that a GM makes should be
consistent. All of the fair judgement methods suggested
below have their place, but its best to pick one method and
stick with it. Perhaps choose a different one for a different
style of game, but within the same campaign, if the GM
consistently follows the same rules, the players will begin to
feel more comfortable with the GMs style of running a game.
This will lead to greater trust, which will lead to better
relationships, which will produce a better game.
Fair Rulings
As referee, a good GM should play fair. What playing fair
means, however, depends on the situation.
Ruling Types
Some GMs determine the results of the heroes actions by
always letting the dice decide. Some cheat on the players
side. Some cheat against the players side. Some go with
whatever sounds dramatic, funny, or heroic at the time. Some
let the plot mandate the results of the heroes actions. Some
show favoritism toward a particular hero or villain. Each
method has its place.
Dice Rulings
There are times when playing fair might mean letting the
heroes and villains fail or succeed as the dice indicate. Many
GMs adopt this as their standard. Players under such a GM
tend to learn to weigh their intended actions very carefully.
Players who realize that the one-in-a-million chances that
always pay off in the movies dont always pay off in the
campaign world tend to respect the GM and the GMs world
for the realistic and dangerous place it is. The good guys
dont always win, and style usually doesnt beat substance.
Cheating

There are times when playing fair might mean going with
whatever sounds good at the time. If the Musketeer wants
to swing from a chandelier across an atrium three floors up,
and misses his acrobatics roll by two, let him make it safely
anyway, but maybe not with complete accuracy and panache.
After all, hes a Musketeer! If Captain Marble is almost there
in time to catch a falling victim, but fails his roll to push his
movement by enough to get there, let him succeed anyway,
but charge him double the endurance points it otherwise
would have taken, or make him take half the damage that
the victim would have.
Story Rulings
There are times when playing fair might mean advancing
the GMs chosen plot even when it goes against the dice
and the heroes desires. If James Blonde finally gets the
chance to destroy the entire criminal organization of
SPECTRUM, or if Dr. Richard Thimble dives to his death
down a waterfall to escape justice, or if the octogenarian
mutant ninja girdles deal a death blow to Spreader, the game
is either over, or in for some very serious changes. If the
GM and/or players dont want the game to change drastically,
maybe an escape pod was remotely seen deserting the
exploding island, or The Refugee manages to somehow
survive his fall, or the girdles get distracted by another
menace just before finishing off their archenemy.
Example: In a Star Hero game I ran, the characters crossed into
another universe, and the scientist was able to learn magic. When
they returned to their own universe, the scientist-mage tried to cast
a spell to see if it would work. I still hadnt made up my mind yet
(I didnt think theyd get home until next game...), so I said yes.
Afterwards, I decided I didnt want to have magic spells flying
around my sci-fi universe, so I retracted by saying that the effects
quickly wore off the longer that they were in their original universe.
The scientific laws of this universe were overwriting the weakening,
displaced magical laws.
In hindsight, his spell attempt would have been a great place to stop
the session (Find out what happens next episode...), and to make
him sweat until next game.

There are times when playing fair might mean cheating for
or against the heroes. If the GM wants to modify or maintain GMs Pet Rulings
his campaign world in a particular way, sometimes the fudge
factor has to come in. For example, if the villain threatens There are times when playing fair might mean keeping a
particular hero or villain in or out of trouble. If Boatman
to shoot an NPC and actually takes a potshot from
ever succeeded in putting all his archenemies into Ark
extremely long range just to show he means it, but the
M Asylum, what would he do with all his free time?
dice say that he actually hits, which might ruin or at
20
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least seriously alter the campaign, its fine to cheat
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outcome is very in-genre, even though the dice disagree.
There are plenty of examples in fiction when a
very
appropriate action doesnt work, but these are the
exceptions.

make sure that at least one villain stays free and is able to
break the others out. To a large extent, heroes and villains
in fiction exist only for each other. Besides, if your spouses
character dies because of a bad die roll, you might have
some explaining to do when everyone else has gone home!

For occasional situational rulings, generally, when Grandalf
the wizard wants to make sparkles in the air, they dont
fizzle. Using this type of rule, however, does run the danger
of giving the players a sense of complacency. In many
genres, this can be detrimental to the game. When playing
Toon Hero, encourage players to go for the goofy, but when
playing Dragnet Hero, strive for the serious.

Ruling Types Summary
Each type of ruling has its ups and downs. A GM is free to
pick the one he likes most, and use it for as long as he likes,
until he decides to mix it up with another ruling type.
Ruling Ramifications

 GMs Pet rulings work better when the situation
foreshadows events to come. When Lion-L had to pass a
test of manhood to assume the mantle of leader, he had
to defeat his greatest enemy without the aid of the other
Thunder Carts. By lucking out in his battle with DumbRah, the Ever-Dimming, he was able to gauge his enemys
true potential for danger, so that when this evil one later
fought Lion-Ls entire team of heroes, they didnt get any
parts of their anatomy handed to them in a sling.

Judge Whopper offers advice on ruling types:
 Dice rulings generally work better
in a grim or realistic setting than
in a romantic or 4-color one. For
GMs who want to use dice rulings
on occasion, its often best to use
this when the heroes do
something stupid or non-heroic.

Keeping the Peace

 For occasional dice rulings, if the
heroes have the chance to sneak into a terrorist-held
building and save the hostages in secret, but instead they
choose to bust through the door and accuse the terrorists
of not having the guts to open fire, they deserve anything
bad that happens. But since every once in a while long
(stupid) shots pay off, the GM could announce that the
dice are the final judge of whether Captain Long Johns
can disarm the five machine gunners before the hostages
are slaughtered.

At times, players will disagree with the GM or with each
other. As referee, the GM needs to defuse the situation before
it explodes. When bad feelings arise, it is an unfortunate
reality that they can often linger long after the circumstances
that caused them have been resolved.
Starting a quarrel is like breaking a dam; so
drop the matter before a dispute breaks out.
(Proverbs 17:14)
The best way to handle a bad situation is to prevent it. If all
present are mature enough to know what is expected of them,
and agree on the game, theres no need for arguments. This
requires honest, open communication. For it is those things
which are left unsaid that cause different perceptions to rub
each other the wrong way. When people already know
what their fellows want, and dont feel the need to
communicate it to others, because, after all, who could
possibly think any differently, that is exactly when
misunderstandings will escalate into some kind of hurt.

 Cheating generally works better when the GM and players
agree on a story or a setting. Whether the game is supposed
to be swashbuckling or grim, if it makes sense to all
involved, just go with it. But GMs who cheat for one side
really should cheat for the other side just as much. Fairness
is in the eye of the dice-holder.
 Story rulings work better when the entire campaign is in
serious jeopardy of a major change. This type of thing
happens all the time on television shows, especially those
expected to be rerun out of order. If people, places, and
things change with time, then that history has to come
with them.

Dont presume. You make a prez out
of you and me.
When clashes do occur, the best way to confront it depends
on those involved. For those mature enough to recognize
that a game is a game and a relationship is a relationship,
direct but polite confrontation is often the answer.

For occasional story rulings, the feeling of accomplishment
which is generally important to players of a role-playing
game, diminishes. By thwarting the heroes major victories,
the game goes on longer, but frustration can add up.
As long as the GM and players agree on where they want
the game to go, these dice ex machina explanations
can serve well.
 Situational rulings work better when the desired

Example: In college, I was involved in Student Government,
and had a communal office on campus where I used to game on
weekends since no other officers were ever there.
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pick up the pizza we had just ordered. I wouldnt let him, because of
liability to the school (since he was in an official Student Government
office), even though he had been brought up drinking, and it was
only one beer.

New Players
When new players want to join, they should feel welcome
so that they enjoy the experience, and want to return - make
them feel at home. Make sure they know where the bathroom
is, and where the phone is. Offer to get them something to
eat or drink if you notice that they arent digging in.

This caused some bad feelings, and after I came back from walking
to get the pizza, I told him that I didnt like things to be left unsaid,
and I flat-out asked him if we were square on everything.

People dont care how much you know until they
know how much you care.

By clearing the air so openly, we avoided what could have gone on
building up for months.

Seating

Paraphrasing the Bibles advice on the topic, when one of
the players disrupts the game, talk to him privately about
it. If that doesnt help, bring a few of the other players with
you to talk about it. If still nothing improves, take it up
with the whole gaming group. If even that is not enough,
kick him out of the game.

Having enough chairs and table space makes it easier
for the game to get going. If the table is covered with
boxes, papers, and dirty dishes, players might feel like
intruders in the GMs home, instead of the important guests
that they are.
Food

When both characters and players clash, it may be time for
a parallel decision.

Food and drink wouldnt seem to be an integral part of a
game, but even when playing, people need to eat and drink.
As with any social gathering, especially one that lasts several
hours, drinks and snacks are vital to keeping the guests happy.
Even if the normal fare is chips and Coke, try to provide at
least one healthy choice (like carrots or granola) for those
who might take their nutrition more seriously (possibly from
being on a diet).

Example: In a large-party fantasy game, I played a cleric of the
god of justice. A particular thief character kept ticking off the whole
party, and the player was likewise getting on everyones nerves. In
a party-wide confrontation with the character, no progress seemed
to be forthcoming. I unfortunately had to leave the game for a halfhour to pick up my wife from work, and during the drive, I had a
little time to think.

Keep It Fun

When I returned, I threw my pocket change onto the gaming table,
and declared, There is dissention in the ranks. In order to keep
peace within the company, I hereby retire. Here is my share of the
companys treasure. As a non-company member, I then immediately
challenged the other character to a duel, thus providing a solution
to party peace, and removing the troublemaker from the group. The
player left shortly afterwards, and was not welcomed back. Justice
was served.

As host, the GM needs to keep the game fun. After all, its
a game, not a job. The players arent there because they
have to be - they want to be. Whether fun, for the players,
means saving the world, playing up the tragedy of a dying
hero, or just goofing around with some friends, the GM
should be the one that keeps the fun going.
None of us can control another, however, and gaming is
a two-way street just like any gathering of people. And
if a game is considered a failure, i.e. not fun, the GM
should not automatically assume full responsibility and
fall into despair. But he shouldnt feel that he has no
accountability, either.

When an individual seems to be disrupting an entire group, and
repeated private warnings dont seem to penetrate, often they will
have to be asked to leave the game.
Example: A newbie young player kept doing non-genre goofy stuff
in a game I was in. The GM warned him repeatedly, and eventually
had to put him on game probation, letting him play in only one
game (down from three), with all his actions being subject to GMs
approval, until he got better at role-playing.

Costumes
In order to keep the game fun, as a host, some GMs
encourage costumes at their games. Although normally only
seen at live-action games, and normally for fantasy and
horror, they do occasionally pop up in superhero games.

Referee Summary
As referee, a good GM becomes known for consistently fair
rulings. This leads to trust from the players, which, in turn,
makes the job of referee easier.

Example: In the game where I played The Flash, the GM hosted
a costume party at our game session the week after Halloween. I
came dressed as The Flash, and made my entrance by running
around the game room quickly.

GM as Host
The GM is also the host of the game. Whether the
game is at the GMs home or not, it is still the GM
that is responsible for the game.
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As it happened, I had a fifteen-minute hastily-scheduled
Student Government meeting that same evening, in the next
building over. I went in costume (since I didnt bring a
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change of clothes), and to my surprise, it was the first meeting with
several TV news crews present!

and begins to speak with a cheesy German accent
while holding his pencil like a cigarette, the players know
that their archenemy General Zorg has entered zee
interrogation rheum.

Host Summary
As host, a good GM looks after the needs of his people.
When all the players are comfortable and happy, the game
becomes more enjoyable.

Actor Summary
As actor, a good GM knows his NPCs beliefs and habits,
and communicates them effectively.

GM as Actor

GM as Tactician

GMs also need to take on the role of actor. When heroes
encounter villains, allies, or neutrals, they want for them to
be interesting enough to be able to tell one from another.
When the NPCs perform their heroic or dastardly deeds,
they should remain feasibly consistent with what the players
have already learned about them.

A GM also has to be the tactician for the NPCs. There are
various ways for GMs to run the opposition in battle.
Reactive Tactics
The opposition can react based on what the players
characters do. If the hero brick squares off against the villain
mentalist, the villain speedster could intervene. If the hero
swordsman prepares to attack the enemy wizard, the enemy
archer could attack the swordsman first, or else attack
another hero who may be a more dangerous threat.

Cult of Personality
NPCs are people too! They need to have personalities. Often,
by taking an existing character that the GM knows well,
whether its Barney Fife, Ferris Bueller, or his own second
cousin, he can use the existing personality for an NPC
(without letting the players know about the hidden
connection). This will guarantee consistency, as long as the
GM keeps straight that Miles Brogan, barroom brawler, is
actually Rambo in a different body and an Irish accent.

Proactive Tactics
The opposition can have a specific plan in mind before the
battle starts, and coordinate tactics by some communication
method for superior teamwork. A small group of lesser agents
can be more than a match for any hero, if the agents
coordinate tactics intelligently.

Mad Hatters
Besides developing a specific personality for the NPCs, the
GM needs a way to communicate to the players who the
NPCs are. By putting on a hat, an apron, or glasses, the GM
can communicate that he is slipping into a new role. And if
the props and costuming are consistent for each NPC, the
players begin to recognize that when the GM wears that
green fedora, he is no longer the GM, he is Montana Smith,
pulp archaeologist.

If the villains have a chance to learn about the heroes, tactics
can be tailored to the hero group. This can serve to very
swiftly and effectively win a battle.
Consistent Tactics
The opposition can follow specific courses of action that
the heroes can learn to expect over time. When the heroes
expect that Silver Sapphire will probably try to hide in the
shadows and attack from surprise later, they can assign one
of their number to keep a close watch on the assassin, or
attack her right away, or prevent her from hiding somehow,
or whatever they decide upon.

Flashcards
Holding up a picture of the character being acted is also a
good way to communicate which NPC is speaking.
Minding Mannerisms
There are many other ways to instantly communicate
switching roles to the group. It can be done with mannerisms
like always scratching one ear, always talking very slowly
and deliberately, or constantly looking from side to side.
For GMs with skill in mimicry, changing voices for different
characters works wonders. Speaking with accents is also a
good way to differentiate, but watch that it doesnt get old
too quickly.

Of course, this works both ways. When the villains realize
that Mind Molder usually tries to trick them all into wasting
their attacks against the Indestructible Kid, they can attack
the heroes at a distance from several angles, or wear ear
plugs so that they cannot hear his commands, or ambush
the team from disguise.
Example: Raven the Hunter is The Arachnoids jungle-themed
archfoe. Raven catches the eight-limbed wonder in a net, but his
prey is not worried. I know Ravens style - hell rant and
rave for a while, then take me to his hideout and gloat.

Putting It All Together
Ideally, a good GM will use all of these methods, and
vary them for each character. When the GM takes
off the scarf that identifies him as Scarlet of Mystery,
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But is our hero ever surprised when The Bird of Prey pulls
out a rifle and aims it at his captives head!
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Evolving Tactics
The opposition can change tactics periodically to prevent a
predictable style from being exploited. By attacking in new
ways all the time, the villains keep the heroes always guessing.
Theres an added feeling of insecurity and confusion among
the heroes, which can serve to the villains advantage.
This mishmash of tactics also makes for no specific modus
operandi. The villains can commit crimes and not necessarily
be the first suspects that come to the heroes minds. They
might even be wearing different costumes!
Evolving tactics are not easy to run. Its hard on the villains
to remember all the new maneuvers (Who am I supposed
to attack first this week?), to coordinate with each other
(What are you doing over here next to me? I thought you
were supposed to be over there!), and to find the time to
constantly practice all of this. And its even harder on the
GM, who has to think up new combat strategies every time
he uses the villain group.
Tactical Combinations
Tactics

Consistent

Evolvinng

Reactive

stupid, boring villains
from past losses

villains who learn

Proactive

intelligent,
determined villains

villains who always
keep the
heroes guessing

and rare. They should shock both the participants and
the audience.
Evolving tactics are generally better for villain teams with a
high turnover rate, or teams that are so large that new
individual villains show up often. Highly intelligent or even
precognitive villain teams are also good candidates. In a
campaign, evolving tactics are usually better when changed
gradually. If it takes several combats for the villains to become
a more effective combat unit, it seems more natural and
more acceptable to the heroes.
Tactician Summary
There are different tactics that a GM can choose to have his
villains use. Most often, tactics will not be a pure type, but
somewhere in the middle of the extremes given here. When
the GM finds the mix that seems right for his villains and
his campaign, everyone has a good time.
During the Game Summary
A good GM runs a smooth game by making his players
comfortable immersing themselves in the game, by running
a game that his players want to play in, and by making
quick, appropriate decisions relating to his game world.
Away from the Game
Another aspect of running a smooth game is to make sure
everything that needs to be prepared ahead of time is already
taken care of.
Handouts

Where do your tactics usually fall?
Tactical Decision Ramifications
Reactive tactics are adequate, but not spectacular. Lukewarm
doesnt win any fights. By letting your players choose the
tactics, theyll always have the upper hand. Of course, in
many genres, this is exactly what everyone wants. But there
are certainly times when the villains need to be a serious
challenge, and reactive tactics are not usually the best choice
for that.
Proactive tactics are appropriate for opposition with a goal
in mind. Whether that goal is to escape with the loot, kidnap
the prince, or simply trounce a particular hero, if the group
is unified in their pursuit of it, they have a much better
chance of succeeding.

If there are any handouts, such as a campaign newsletter, a
newspaper of current campaign events, or summaries of the
last session, the GM should have them prepared beforehand,
with enough copies for everyone that needs one.
Props
If there are any props for the game, whether homemade or
store-bought, they should be ready to go and easily available.
Props havent shown up very often in the games Ive been
in, but the ones that Ive seen have added a lot to the game.

The most common props are paper-based. Ancient scrolls,
death threat notes, programs and brochures, etc. are easy to
put together. An ancient scroll that is printed on brittle,
yellowed paper will require delicate handling if the players
want to keep the information intact. A death threat or
Learning the ways of ones enemy can provide for a much ransom note made from cutout magazine letters pasted onto
more exciting battle. Consistent tactics give the players a paper will be studied over and over by the players as they
chance to study the enemy and effectively apply their try to find a hidden clue, or to determine which magazines
insights later. This is often a very satisfying way to build the letters were cut from so they can form a psychological
profile of the criminal. Programs and brochures for
teamwork among the heroes. Besides, when you find
events, organizations, places, and merchandise can add
tactics that work, many times its best to stick with
flavor to a game, as well as adding some background
them. Consistent tactics are allowed occasional
information on part of the game world.
exceptions, but such exceptions should be dramatic
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Example: I created a tri-fold brochure for Night Archers hunted,
The Honorable Order of Humans Only (HOHO). He used to be
the leader of the group, until they left him for dead and a superhero
saved his life.
Art & Photos
If the GM wants to have pictures (either drawn, cut from a
magazine, or photographed) of people, places, and things
to show his players, they should obviously be readied aheadof-time. Having a pile of pictures for possible NPC
encounters is a great way to add a face to a name. Lots of
magazine cutouts, clip art printouts, or hand-drawn
illustrations can be stored in a folder until needed.
Example: The heroes encounter a pawn shop manager and are
trying to get some information out of him. One of the players asks
what he looks like, so the GM reaches into his folder of unused
pictures, and pulls out a picture of a portly, round-faced man wearing
a navy blue T-shirt with lettering that has long since faded into
unreadability. The sweaty man has read hair and a scruffy goatee.
He seems to have part of a tattoo poking out of his shirtsleeve.
Of course, the GM could always think up an appearance
and describe the man verbally, but if the heroes have to go
talk to him again in a few months, will anyone remember
what he looks like? Even with a resident note-taker, its likely
that not all of the visual details will have been logged.
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with a list of Scriptures to memorize, and then only use
Defilements that relate to those Scriptures. One way to do
it may be to have your players memorize certain Scriptures
before each session, and then have the session utilize those
Scriptures. As a rule, a player should only be able to quote a
particular Scripture once in each encounter.
Note: If the creature who possesses a Defilement is killed,
the Defilement does not cease. It remains in the location
where the creature dies until it is overthrown.
Theological Disclaimer: These rules do not necessarily
reflect spiritual warfare as it exists in real life. They are an
attempt to simulate spiritual warfare for game purposes only.
In no way should these rules be used as a basis for a complete
understanding of spiritual warfare. While there is no specific
mention of demons here, it can be implied that in a sense a
Defilement represents a demon. This is why the Defilements
seem to have a life of their own, and can exist in a place as
well as in a creature. However, a strict theology of demons
is not intended, and what is stated is done so in order to be
simple, playable, and somewhat realistic.

Why dont you take a picture? Itll last longer!
(Pee-Wee Herman in Pee Wees Big Adventure)
After the game (or at a breakpoint somewhere during it),
the GM can write the name, job, location, and other
pertinent information about the man on the back of the
picture (if its a drawing or printout), or on a piece of paper
with the picture attached (if its a cutout).
Maps, Counters, and Figurines
If the group uses hex maps for combat, make sure a clean
one is ready (unless, of course, the game is continuing from
the middle of a combat last session). And have lots of
figurines and counters available to pick from.
Administrivia
If any game utilities, such as combat sheets, are used, have
them prepared ahead of time. One of my GMs actually has
two marker-erasable whiteboards in his gaming room to track
combat sheets and other info.
Away from the Game Summary
A GM who prepares for the game has more free time and
energy during the game to run it well.
Next Time
A good GM is only half the equation for a good game.
Part 2 will discuss good players.

About FUDGE
FUDGE is a role-playing game written by Steffan OSullivan, with
extensive input from the Usenet community of rec.games.design.
The basic rules of FUDGE are available on the internet via anonymous
ftp at ftp.csua.berkeley.edu, and in book form or on disk from
Grey Ghost Games, P.O. Box 838, Randolph, MA 02368. They may
be used with any gaming genre. While an individual work derived
from FUDGE may specify certain attributes and skills, many more are
possible with FUDGE. Every Game Master using FUDGE is encouraged
to add or ignore any character traits. Anyone who wishes to distribute
such material for free may do so - merely include this ABOUT FUDGE
notice and disclaimer (complete with FUDGE copyright notice). If you
wish to charge a fee for such material, other than as an article in a
magazine or other periodical, you must first obtain a royalty-free license
from the author of FUDGE, Steffan OSullivan, P.O. Box 465,
Plymouth, NH 03264.
DISCLAIMER The preceding materials based on FUDGE, entitled
FUDGE: SPIRITUAL WARFARE, are created by James W. Aubuchon
and made available by James W. Aubuchon, and are not authorized or
endorsed in any way by Steffan OSullivan or any publisher of other
FUDGE materials. Neither Steffan OSullivan or any publisher of other
FUDGE material is in any way responsible for the content of these
materials. Original FUDGE materials © Copyright 1992-1995 Steffan
OSullivan, All Rights Reserved.
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